
1. 

Found Object Color 

Wheel 

2. 

Shadow Drawings 

3. 

DIY colorful scratch 

board 

4. 

Abstract toilet  

paper roll  

sculptures 

5. 

Painting with food! 

6. 

Fork weaving 

7. 

Art History  

re-creation  

photoshoot 

8. 

Sidewalk chalk 

background 

9. 

Pixel Art 

10. 

Found object  

formations 

11. 

Found object  

portrait 

12. 

Origami  

Free Space 

Draw or create  

Anything of your 

choice 

13. 

Clay or playdough 

sculptures 

14. 

Gratitude  

collection 

15. 

Draw your idea of 

“hope” 

16. 

Blind contour 

drawing  

17. 

Mud painting 

18. 

Foil sculpture 

19. 

Observe from 

where you are 

sitting 

20. 

Worry dolls 

21. 

Toilet paper roll 

face sculptures 

22. 

Banana Art 

23. 

Blanket fortress 

24. 

Create a “thinking 

of you” card 

“Art At Home”  

Bingo Challenge! 

How many times can you say… “Art Bingo?” 

Directions: Each week, select an art idea and create! 



How to use the chart and this guide: 

1) Choose an idea that sounds fun 

2) Find the corresponding number on the attached pages 

3) Read directions/follow video tutorials/look at examples 

4) Create! 

 

 

 

*ASK FOR PERMISSION AND HELP FROM PARENTS/GUARDIANS*  

How many times can you fill five spaces and say “Art Bingo!” 

Acceptable Bingo Lines: 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep track of your own bingo score card!  

 



1. Found Object Color Wheel 

Directions: Find objects in your home and display them in a color 

wheel. Look to the examples for ideas! 

 



2. Shadow Drawings 

Directions: Find objects in your home that create fun shadows, use a 

light source to emphasize those shadows, use paper, and draw the 

shadows! 

 

 

C
h

alk id
ea! 



3. DIY Colorful Scratchboard 

Directions: Use markers or crayons as a base layer, draw over with 

black crayon, and scratch away top layer of crayon with a bent paper-

clip or other scratch tool to create a fun design 

 



4. Abstract Toilet Paper Roll Sculptures 

Directions: Use a leftover toilet paper roll with some scissors and cut 

out an abstract sculpture. Position the sculpture to emphasize ab-

stract and interesting shadows when taking a picture. 

 



5. Painting with Food! 

Directions: Use food items to create your own paint colors! Be sure to 

label next to each color what you used! You can draw images before-

hand if you like. Tip: Add water to any food to help you paint with it! 

 



6. Fork Weaving 

Directions: Use yarn, string, or even grass to create a weaving on a 

fork! 

Video tutorial:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLqWLXMrfuY&app=desktop  

[4:13] is when the tutorial begins 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLqWLXMrfuY&app=desktop


7. Art History Re-Creation Photoshoot 

Directions: Find objects in your home that you can wear to re-enact a 

historical painting. Look to these examples for inspiration! 

 



8. Sidewalk Chalk Background 

Directions: Use sidewalk chalk to create a backdrop! After you draw 

your backdrop, use yourself as a prop and have someone take a      

picture! 

 



9. Pixel Art 

Directions: Use this program to create pixel art! Pixels = Boxes 

https://www.pixilart.com/draw  

 

 

https://www.pixilart.com/draw


10. Found Object Formations 

Directions: Find objects and create art from these objects! 

 



11. Found Object Portraits 

Directions: Find objects and create a portrait from these objects! 

 


